On April 7, 2011 a CME was observed originating above the AR NOAA 1176, located behind the solar limb. This CME was associated with type IV burst, type II bursts and groups of J-bursts and type III bursts. Groups of J-bursts and type III bursts were observed from 10:50 to 11:20 UT. There was a group of J-bursts from 10:52 to 10:57 UT, originating from accelerated electrons propagating along high magnetic loops connected with the active region NOAA 1176. The group of type III bursts continued from 11:00 to 11:20 UT. There were a lot of spikes and type IIIb bursts with polarizations up to 80% during the group of type III bursts. Type IV burst began at 11:20 UT at 32 MHz and continued for more than 3 hours. Its maximum flux was about 200 s.f.u., and the polarization achieved 40%. There were 3 type II bursts superimposed by type IV burst. Their drift rates were approximately 0, 10 kHz/s, 25 kHz/s, and it appears that they were radio emissions from different regions of the spherical shock produced by the CME. All type II bursts consisted of tadpoles with "heads" and "tails". Their durations were 4 s and 2 s, and their polarizations were about 10% and 40%, correspondingly. The frequency bands of the "tails" was up to 10 MHz. Their frequency drift rates could be positive and negative ones, and their absolute values changed from 0.4 MHz/s to 4 MHz/s. Previously we found that decameter type IV bursts oscillated with periods of tens of minutes. The type IV burst observed on April 7, 2011 showed oscillations also. Fourier and wavelet analyses showed periods of about 40 minutes for both fluxes and polarizations. Moreover, it turned out that these periods decreased with time with rates of 0.03-0.07. Interpretations of all decameter phenomena are discussed.
Introduction
Coronal mass ejections (CME) are accompanied typically by radio emission in the metric and decametric ranges [Stewart, 1985; Melnik et al., 2008] . This radio emission consists of groups of type III bursts, type II bursts and type IV burst. Sometimes, but not always, they follow in such order, but there are cases when some of these bursts are absent or superimposed on one another. This seems to connect with the power of the CME and the direction of CME propagation with regard to Earth. Because every component of radio emission has its own beaming then there are directions, which are not profitable for observation at Earth. The majority of the observed type IV bursts are accompanied by CMEs, which are governed by active regions situated at the visible solar disk. However, there are cases when type IV bursts associated with CMEs are initiated by behind-limb active regions. At the beginning of cycle 24 on April 7, 2011 we observed radio emission of these bursts associated with CMEs, which propagated behind the solar limb.
Observations
The longitude of the active region NOAA 1176 was around 140
• , in other words it was on the back side of the Sun (Figure 1 ). Approximately at 10:50 UT a flare occurred and apparently initiated a coronal mass ejection (CME) (Figure 2 ). Its mass was M CME ≈ 8.3·10
15 g and the speed in the picture plane was 767 km/s (https:cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov). Supposing that the radius of the CME core at 12:00 UT, when we observed a type IV burst (Figures 3a-3c ), was about half of the solar radius, the average density in the core must be n c ≈ M CME /m p V c ≈ 2.5 · 10 7 cm −3 , where m p is the proton mass, V c = 4πR 3 c /3 is the volume of CME core, and R c is the radius of the CME core. STEREO A and STEREO B on April 7, 2011 (b) .
At the same time radio emission in the form of a type IV burst was registered at the radio telescopes URAN-2 (Poltava, Ukraine) and the NDA (Nançay, France). Groups of J-bursts [McLean, 1985; Dorovskyy et al., 2010] and type IIIb bursts [McLean, 1985] (10:52-10:57 UT) (Figure 4a) , and a group of type III bursts and type IIIb bursts (11:00-11:20 UT) (Figure 4b ) preceded the type IV burst. Decameter spikes [Benz, 1986; Melnik et al., 2014a,b] were observed during all the time from 10:52 to 14:00 UT, especially at the time of groups of type III-IIIb bursts (Figure 4b ). We separate decameter spikes as an independent type of bursts because they are situated chaotically in the dynamic spectrum [Melnik et al., 2014a,b; Shevchuk et al., 2016] , in contrast to striae-bursts, which are organized into chains and form type IIIb bursts. We see that most of type III and type IIIb bursts at 11:00-11:20 were not observed at frequencies higher than 30-35 MHz (Figure 3a) , and only some of them continued up to 45 MHz. Such a feature of behind-limb bursts, so-called caterpillars, was remarked in Melnik et al. [2014a,b] .
There were three successive type II bursts (burst 1, burst 2 and burst 3) from 11:22 to 11:40 UT, from 11:44 to 11:49 UT, and from 11:52 to 11:59 UT ( Figure 5 ) with frequency drift rates equaling approximately 10 kHz/s, 25 kHz/s, and about zero. We found frequency drift rates of type II bursts as drift rates of sequences of tadpoles (see below), because in this case such characteristic structures as backbones are absent. The burst 1 and the burst 2 were generated by shocks with linear velocities of about 300 km/s and 800 km/s (in the Newkirk model [Newkirk, 1961] ), and the burst 3 by a shock propagating approximately parallel to the solar surface. Supposing that these shocks were initiated by the CME with a velocity of 1000 km/s we conclude that the observed type II bursts were radio emission from flank parts of the same spherical shock ( Figure 6 ). All type II bursts had fine structures in the form of "tadpoles" (Figure 7 ). Their properties were approximately the same for all type II bursts. The "heads" of tadpoles had durations of about 4 s, and the polarizations were not higher than 10%. The "tails" of tadpoles had durations of about 2 s at a fixed frequency, and their polarizations were up to 40%. Some "tails" drifted to high frequencies and others drifted to low frequencies. Their drift rates changed from 0.4 to 4 MHz/s. The frequency bands of "tails" were up to 10 MHz. We think that tadpoles are a manifestation of processes of electron acceleration at the shock front. Besides there is the possibility of bursty reconnection at the CME front as the CME propagates, which could produce all these bursts. We believe that there are regions similar to the Short Large Amplitude Magnetic Structures (SLAMS) observed by Mann and Luehr [1994] , where electrons are accelerated. The radio emission of electrons from these regions we see as tadpole "heads". Those accelerated electrons, which cannot be confined, propagate out of these regions towards and outwards the Sun and radiate the "tails".
The type IV burst began at 11:15 UT at frequencies 40-60 MHz (Figure 3a ) and at 11:20 UT at frequencies < 32 MHz (Figure 3b ). It is seen in Figure 3 that the front ridge of the type IV burst drifted with a drift rate of about 15 kHz/s at frequencies <32 MHz, and with a drift rate of about 25 kHz/s at frequencies 30-50 MHz. The frequency band of the type IV burst extended from 12-15 MHz (Figure 3b ) up to 50-70 MHz (Figure 3a) . The CME core can be a source of type IV radio emission if plasma emission is the emission mechanism of this burst. As derived above, the average density of the core achieved the value n c ≈ 2.5 · 10 7 cm −3 . It is natural to consider that the largest density is in the center of the core and that the density decreases towards the periphery. So the density of n c ≈ 6 · 10 7 cm −3 needed for radio emission at a frequency of 70 MHz can be in the center, and the density n c < 10 7 cm −3 can be at long-distance regions from the CME core for radio emission at frequencies < 30 MHz. The frequency drift of the type IV front is determined by expansion of the core providing a negative drift rate due to the decreasing a) b) density of the periphery. The flux of the type IV burst depends on frequency and does not exceed 20-40 s.f.u., and its polarization reaches 40% (Figure 3c) . Melnik et al. [2008] reported that decameter type IV bursts oscillate with periods of tens of minutes. Zaqarashvili et al. [2013] analyzed oscillations of a decameter type IV burst which was not accompanied by a CME. Flux oscillations in that case were connected with oscillations of a high transequatorial magnetic loop. The type IV burst on April 7, 2011 was accompanied by a CME. Fourier and wavelet analyses of flux and polarization of the type IV burst showed that this burst oscillates also. In this case oscillations of the type IV burst can be governed by oscillations of the CME core. Examples of wavelet analyses at frequencies of 16.7 and 30.3 MHz are shown in Figure 8 .
The periods at the frequencies of 11.3, 16.7, 19.7, 23.3, 26.3, and 30.3 MHz obtained by Fourier and wavelet analyses are shown in Table 1 . Oscillations in the polarization of this type IV burst are presented also (Fourier period at the frequency of 23.3 MHz and wavelet period at the frequency of 30.3 MHz could not be derived with confidence). We see that a period of about 40 min shows up in Fourier and wavelet analyses, both in fluxes and polarizations. At the frequency of 11.3 MHz longer periods up to 50-60 min also appear. There is an interesting property of the period of 40 min for this type IV burst, namely that this period is decreasing with time practically linearly according to the wavelet power spectrum (Figures 8a, 8b) . So the period was about T 1 = 40 min at t 1 = 12 : 00 UT, and about T 2 = 35 − 37 min at t 1 = 13 : 20 UT (high panels of Figures 8a, 8b) . For the drift rate of the oscillation periods dT /dt ≈ (T 2 − T 1 )/(t 2 − t 1 ) we derived values changing from -0.03 up to -0.07.
Conclusions
We identified decameter radio emission in the form of groups of J-bursts, type III bursts, type IIIb bursts, spikes, type II bursts, tadpoles, and type IV burst observed from 10:52 to 14:00 UT as a radio manifestation of the CME associated with the behind-limb active region NOAA 1176. This CME had a density high enough to be a source of radio emission of a type IV burst from 15 MHz up to 70 MHz. Because the longitude of the CME was 140 decameter range in contrast to that in the hectometer range [Gopalswamy et al., 2016] . The decameter type II bursts initiated by the 7 April CME seemed to be generated by flanks of a spherical shock. Fine structures in the form of tadpoles were characteristic for all type II bursts discussed above. "Heads" of tadpoles had durations of about 4 s, and their "tails" had durations of about 2 s. The "tails" drifted to high and to low frequencies. The frequency band of the "tails" was up to 10 MHz. An interpretation of these bursts can be in the fact that in some regions electron acceleration exists. In these regions electrons radiate a "head". Accelerated electrons, which can not be confined in these regions, propagating towards and outwards the Sun, generate "tails" of tadpoles. The type IV burst oscillates with a period of about 40 min at all frequencies from 8 to 32 MHz. Since the source of type IV radio emission can be the CME core, the oscillations of type IV burst can be a manifestation of core oscillations. If the discussed oscillations are really defined by oscillations of the CME core [Lee et al., 2015] , then they can be sound or some type of magnetohydrodynamic oscillations [Nakariakov, 2004; Lee et al.,2015] . In the first case the oscillation periods are defined by the temperature of the core plasma, so we can find this temperature. In the second case, the periods are defined by the Alfvénic velocity or the magnetic field, which is present in the place of radiation, notably in the CME core. A detailed consideration of these possibilities will be discussed in a next paper.
